—The Ego and Self Inquiry—
This writing is not offered in order that someone "out there" get it! There are no someone's out there to
get anything! It is simply more Fun-play amongst the Collective Knower Eternal!

THE EGO & "WHO AM I?
The Earth Play is the Great Love Story Divine depicting the irreversible exiting of the masquerade of a
false identity and its so-called human manipulative and abusive love in order that the True Infinite Love Self be in Evidence in its stead as Such Infinitely Always Is! The illusion of water that isn't is to be
collapsed that the always dry sand be in evidence as such always truly is! It is the Story of the impostor
entity being forever ousted as were the desecrating money changers from the temple, and the True
Universal Self of All Expressing as ever and wherever It Immutably and Joyously Is!
What could ever possibly come-be gained, achieved, etc., of the ego/non-mind/false-self of the dream
inquiring: "Who am i?" Less than nothing is the sole possible answer! The make-believe and unreal ego
of dream is not and never will be the Universal and Immortal Self, apart from Which there is nothing!
Hence, if such a question was ever considered and addressed in accordance with its fabulous role
essence within the context of the Glorious Cosmic Comedy, only a picture such as follows could be
mirrored forth.
“You are unreal, untrue, have no actual identification, substance, or presence! In accordance with the
unique Theme of the fun Play Divine, it was designed, hence scripted, that you never tell the truth for
your role is unmovably fixed as the one who imagines that he/she lives apart and separated from all that
indeed Is Truth! Because you have been cast in the Story Divine as the proverbial trickster, de ceiver,
schemer, scammer, you can do naught other than manipulate, exploit, cheat, falsify, deceive,
misrepresent, promote anger, unrest, depression, discontent, insufficiency, greed, covetousness, hate,
and war. Your whole assumed life is a lie! If you are not promoting all such on the macro scale in and as
the council of the corrupted controlling elite of the nations globally, you are invariably involved in the
same on a microcosmic scale in relationships of so-called earth couples, in the family unit, religious,
political, and socialistic institutionalism, and corporate business. Trouble, destruction, corruption,
brutality, harassment, unhappiness, misery, poverty sickness and death always follow you where -soever you have been, are, and go, all your days—and can only continue with and as you so long as you
appear to survive. However and assuredly, none of the havoc that you appear to perpetuate is actually
really happening—for the Story Stage is that Magic Place whereupon, We, who Truly Are, make things
and conditions that could never possibly exist in fact, to appear as though they do!”
Hence, never is the dream imposter (the so-called human entity-mind and body) of Our Earth Theme
designed to evolve, become, awaken, transcend, ascend, be transformed, changed, or morphed, at any
time or in any way, shape, or form, into the Immortal, Immaculate, Immutable, Indivisible,

Undiminished, Boundless, Timeless, Originless, and Endless, Universal “I”—the Glorious Absolute LoveSelf, Mind, Consciousness, Presence, Substance, and Alone Essence of All Actual, True, Real Life and
Vibrant Existence.
Therefore, and in the final analysis—"Self-inquiry-Who am I?" Is simply another but more subtle
expression of ego satisfaction-seeking aimed at achieving the futuristic goals called nirvana,
enlightenment, self-realization, awakening, etc., etc.! It is among—and so scripted—as one of the
seeming endless tricks of the false-self of Our Magnificent and Totally Fun Earth Story Divine! The ego or
non-mind never ever becomes the Alone Existent Mind! This is to say, plainly, that the ego never
becomes, has forgotten that it is, because it isn't and never was, or awakens as the Immortal Self! There
is no future and no actual beings existing upon which to set their hopes of a perfection yet to come!
There is only the Present in and as which The Collective and Omnipresent Alone Self—the Immutable
Bliss Consciousness and Timeless Light, is Eternally Embodied—hence, Resides! All that Truly Is—is
Present Now as the Beauty and Perfection of the Infinite Whole!
Assuredly and amusingly, never was there nor will there ever be a "way" "path" "method" or “road” to
God, Heaven, the Self, Life, Light, Immortality, Being, Consciousness, Bliss, Love, Infinity, and the Alone
Immutable and Immaculate Existence for any one or thing—much less the unreal or pretend ego falseself of Our Play! For indeed, there is no existence apart from or outside of Divine Mind, the Sole Self
of Us, to necessitate a path of return Thereto! When it is time—and alone in accordance with the Script
of Mind, for this and that ego false-self to drop, utterly dissolve, evaporate, disintegrate, disappear,
vanish, like morning mist—such will, without fail, drop—all apparent human ego, or little busy mind
effort to the contrary aside—and precisely on time! Not a title before or a jot after! Oh the
Ingeniousness and hilariousness of Our Earth Movie Divine!
The Three Gunas
The ego is a satisfaction-seeker all the days of its journey through time. In the old Sanskrit utterances
there is a term that is uniquely adaptable to the journey of the ego or false-self of the Divine Play. It is
referred to as the Three Gunas. In order, they are Tamas, Rajah, and Satva. Tamas is the beginning part
of the ego’s journey where body pleasure fulfillment is thought to be of paramount importance. This
may be referred to as the worldly-sector of the journey or the time of sowing wild oats. It is physicality
consciousness in the extreme. Next is the Rajah-seeking phase. This is the time when the emotional
consciousness ascends to domination. Such expresses chiefly in seeking to become socially
successful. This is as well the time wherein the conscious spiritual quest is said to begin, but only in a
superficial manner. For it is entertained that public affiliation with some description of spiritual practice
will highly assist in acquiring a satisfactory social acceptance. The final leg of the ego journey is
Satva. This always appears as a serious pursuit after spiritual goals. Most all other considerations of life
are, at this time, set aside. This is the mind or mental consciousness part of the journey. The seeking
here is for entire satisfaction in finding God—so to speak. The Satva-seeker is relentless in its
determination to achieve nirvana, enlightenment, to harmonize with Great Spirit, or however the
spiritual life goal may be defined according to cultural back-ground.

Tirelessly, does the ego seek for satisfaction via its much thinking and doing. But in the end—as at every
step along the way, the journey of the false-self is fraught with failure and much disappointment. In the
first two segments of its journey, it appears—to a lesser or at times a greater degree, to achieve its
actual goals. However, in most cases these attainments, in the final analysis, prove not to contain the
satisfaction that initially was assumed present. And especially does the final or Satva-seeking prove at
almost every advanced step, to be futile and disappointing. But the ego does not give up—it must, at all
cost, become satisfied. Hence, many shapes does this satisfaction-seeking take. For some it is the
joining of churches or temples and devoting one’s self to prayer, meditation, reading spiritual books, etc.
With others it is seeking gurus and going on lengthy pilgrimages. And still others resort to caves or
places of vast seclusion, totally isolating their self from the perceived chaos of the world at large.
However, this third leg of the ego journey turns out to be the epitome of seeing one attempt after the
other fail of achieving the desired satisfaction. This is truly indicative of the life of woe or ceaseless
apparent suffering of which Wisdom speaks via the words: 'woe unto all who seek to be
satisfied.' Hence, in the end does the false-self of the Story Divine come to be utterly disenchanted with
its journey. It senses clearly, that should it continue seeking forever—still it would never find—never
reach the desired satisfaction. It desires to seek no more. Thus, is such being signaled—the time for its
irreversible dropping, demise, departure, is very near at hand.
Bottom Line
There is not, was never, nor ever shall be, any enlightenment, self -realization, awakening, becoming,
evolving, or ascension, associated with the Glorious Earth Movie Divine! The role-termination depicted
upon the earth-stage is alone indicative of the irreversible demise of the unreal false -self thereof—first
in mind then in body similarly as morning mist dissipates at the rising of the sun! Naught remains to be
morphed into something else! There is never any something else! The Light-Self that Truly Is and
Always was, shall timelessly remain as Such Immutably was, Is, and will Eternally continue to Be! Aside
from the Bliss Existence Absolute, nothing is, never was, nor ever shall be!
Role Termination in the Story Divine
It may be of interest to further consider role-termination within the Great Cosmic Play. As sited above,
such termination includes two stages. The first of these is the dissolution of the so-called story-mind or
ego and the apparent replacement thereof by Divine Mind. Such is invariably characterized by the
absence of all teaching and healing activity. For the Self, or Celestial Consciousness, knows of nothing in
Existence to be categorized as ignorance or imperfection. The second is the utter disappearance of the
make-believe earth-stage body.
A so-called physical death and burial cannot possibly be associated with role-termination upon the PlayStage Divine. That is, at the stage-one event the dream body freezes entirely in regard to the illusion of
ageing or deterioration. Stage two-termination is a certainty to occur at a subsequent time wherever
the stage-one event has transpired.

The present day global consciousness shift is preparing all remaining so -called human stage
performers—that is, all who are Script-Destined for this fun-event, to terminate in mass within the Great
Drama of Earth. Regardless of role nature, whether such appears atrocious or benevolent, behind each
is God! That is, behind each and every masqueraded-role in the story-line of the Play, is poised the
Reality—a Cosmic Light Being of Glorious Divinity—the True and Only Self. However, in each case the
True and Real, is—in a myriad variation of degrees—grossly misrepresented by Its scripted unreal
counter-part or shadow entity upon the Story Stage. Only as these fictitious role-players drop, one by
one, does the Actual Love-Self manifest in its place. And yet this is not saying that the Real begins to
appear anywhere! Only the illusion of the false is simply collapsed in order that That which Always Is, is
apparent, precisely As and Where Such has Immutably and Eternally been. Again—when the mirage of
water dissipates, the dry sand, which was always the sole actual presence thither, appears. Such is the
Fun Way of Our Fun and Harmless Divine Play!
Due to the non-actual nature of Our Cosmic Production, absolutely naught is really happening in
accordance with the appearances thereof. In plain words, there is no time, no birth, no disease, no
suffering, and no death! There is no actual creation of a human race nor of a material so-called three
dimensional or dualistic matrix where such appears to reside. Plainly speaking, All Scripted scenarios and
objects within the Movie of Earth are unreal!
Presently, Our Grand Production is in the closing scenes of Its Final Act! Every detail of unfoldment
remains in flawless Divine Order. Hence, all will role-terminate perfectly on time! Naught remains save
That Alone which Actually and Infinitely Is and Everywhere Such has Eternally been! Nothing Actual will
have changed—the Timeless and Boundless Universe of Bliss, Peace, and Love, remains unaffected and
unaltered as Immaculately It Forever Is! For indeed, Such Matchless Beauty and Magnificence
constitutes the Omnipresent and Timeless Embodiment of the All that Truly Are—even the Sole Joyous
and Fun Self that Is The Eternal Us!

Up For More Fun? — Click on the link.
It’s the Rolling Stones
-“Live” –
Madison Square Gardens, NYC 1969
“I CAN’T GET NO SATISFACTION”
https://youtu.be/01hp-xaUgwg
Voice & lyrics on screen
https://youtu.be/nrIPxlFzDi0

